
DISPENSER CART FOR PET/PP STRAP -
405/406MM

High-quality dispenser cart
Suitable for PET and PP strap
405mm, 406mm,
Card dispenser dimensions:
550*400*1050 mm
Toolbox dimensions: 370*200*100 mm
Weight of a card dispenser for
strapping: 17 kg
Inner diameter: 400 mm
Loaded weight: up to 50 kg
With wheels

High-quality dispenser cart
Suitable for PET and PP strap 405mm, 406mm,
Card dispenser dimensions: 550*400*1050 mm
Toolbox dimensions: 370*200*100 mm
Weight of a card dispenser for strapping: 17 kg
Inner diameter: 400 mm
Loaded weight: up to 50 kg
With wheels



HIGH-QUALITY STRAPPING DISPENSER CART FOR PET/PP STRAP WITH INNER DIAMETER
405/406MM

High-quality PET/PP strap dispenser cart: 405/406 is your
ultimate solution for effortless and reliable strapping! Designed to simplify your strapping process,
this cutting-edge dispenser cart offers unparalleled convenience and quality for all your packaging
needs. It's high-quality PET/PP strap compatibility and durable construction make it the perfect
companion for carrying PET/PP straps, seals, and a manual or battery strapping tool. Say goodbye to
time-consuming and cumbersome strapping methods and say hello to streamlined efficiency with the
High-quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart - 405/406.

 

DISPENSER CART SPECS:

Card dispenser dimensions: 550*400*1050 mm
Toolbox dimensions: 370*200*100 mm
Weight of a card dispenser for strapping: 17 kg
Inner diameter: 400 mm
Loaded weight: up to 50 kg
Suitable for plastic strap: PP/PET (with inner diameter 405/406mm)
With wheels

Suitable for PET and PP straps with 405mm, and 406mm reels. High-quality materials, with wheels.
Size: 550*400*1050 mm. Inner diameter 400mm.

 

FEATURES OF HIGH-QUALITY PET/PP STRAP DISPENSER CART:



Strong Construction: Built to last with high-quality
steel, ensuring long-lasting performance.
Easy-to-Use: Designed for hassle-free operation, it makes strapping tasks quick and efficient.
Compatibility: compatible with PET (polyester) and PP (polypropylene) straps
Mobility: Equipped with sturdy wheels for easy maneuverability, this desk enables smooth
movement around your workspace.
Ergonomic Design: Designed with user comfort in mind, featuring an ergonomic handle and a
comfortable grip for ease of use.
Strap Storage: It has a built-in strap storage compartment for organized and convenient strap
management.
Time-saving: It helps streamline the strapping process, saving time and effort for increased
productivity.

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF HIGH-QUALITY PET/PP STRAP DISPENSER CART:

Material: high-quality materials for durability
Strap Compatibility: PET (Polyester) and PP (Polypropylene) straps
Dispenser Type: Manual, hand-held dispenser
Wheels: sturdy wheels for mobility
Handle: ergonomic handle for comfortable use
Strap Storage: Built-in strap storage compartment
Dimensions: 550 x 400 x 1050 mm

 

CARD DISPENSER PARAMETERS:

Dispenser cart
Dimension 550 x 400 x 1050 mm
Tool Box Size 370 x 200 x 100 mm
Weight 17kg
Suitable Inner Diameter 400mm
Loaded Weight 50kg
Suitable Strapping PP/Composite (ID 200mm), PET (ID 400mm)



Dispenser cart
Name High-quality PET strap dispenser cart - 405/406
Type of Strap PET - polyethylene, PP - polypropylene
Strap Width Range 10-19mm
Apply Range The inner diameter 405/406mm PET/PP strap

 

BENEFITS PET/PP STRAP DISPENSER TROLLEY:

1.

Improved Efficiency: The high-quality PET/PP strap dispenser cart (405/406) streamlines the
strapping process, making it quick and easy to secure loads. Its convenient brake system allows
for precise dispensing control, helping to save time and effort while ensuring consistent and
reliable strapping results.

Versatility: This dispenser cart is compatible with both PET (polyester) and PP (polypropylene)2.
straps, offering flexibility in choosing the right type of strap for your specific packaging needs.
This versatility allows you to adapt to different packaging requirements, making it a versatile
tool for a wide range of applications.
Enhanced Durability: Built to last with high-quality materials, the High-quality PET/PP Strap3.
Dispenser Cart (405/406) is designed for long-lasting performance, providing durability and
reliability in demanding packaging environments. Its sturdy construction ensures it can
withstand the rigors of regular use, reducing the need for frequent replacements.
User-Friendly Design: It has an ergonomic handle and a comfortable grip.4.
Increased Mobility: Equipped with sturdy wheels, the strap dispenser cart for plastic straps5.
with reel 405/406 mm offers excellent mobility, allowing you to easily move around your
workspace and efficiently strap loads in different areas. This mobility enhances productivity by
reducing the time and effort required to transport the cart to different locations.
Organized Strap Management: The built-in strap storage compartment of the dispenser cart6.
helps keep your strapping materials organized and easily accessible, reducing clutter and
improving overall efficiency in the strapping process. This feature ensures that you have a tidy
and well-organized workspace, which can contribute to a more efficient packaging workflow.



Cost-effective: By providing efficient and reliable strapping results, the High-quality PET/PP7.
Strap Dispenser Cart - 405/406 can help reduce the risk of damaged shipments, minimizing
costly product returns or replacements. In addition, its strong and durable construction reduces
the need for frequent replacements, resulting in cost savings over the long term.

 

USE CASES OF STRAP DISPENSER TROLLEY FOR PLASTIC STRAPS:

Packaging and Shipping: The High-quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart - 405/406 is ideal for1.
securely strapping packages and shipments, ensuring that they are tightly secured for safe
transport. It can be used in various industries such as logistics, e-commerce, warehousing, and
manufacturing, where efficient and reliable strapping is essential to prevent damage during
transit and ensure packages arrive intact at their destination.
Palletizing and Unitizing: The dispenser cart is also commonly used in palletizing and unitizing2.
applications, where it helps to stabilize and secure palletized loads or unitized products. By
tightly strapping pallets or unitized items together, it prevents shifting, movement, and damage
during handling, storage, and transportation, ensuring that products are delivered in optimal
condition.
Construction and Building: The High-quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart - 405/406 can be used3.
in the construction and building industry for strapping and securing construction materials such
as timber, metal, pipes, and other heavy and bulky items. It provides a quick and efficient way
to bundle and transport materials, ensuring that they remain securely strapped together during
handling and transportation.
Moving and Storage: When relocating or storing items, the dispenser cart can be used to4.
securely strap boxes, furniture, appliances, and other belongings, preventing them from shifting
or getting damaged during transportation or storage. It provides a reliable solution for safely
moving and storing items in various settings, including residential, commercial, and industrial
environments.
Manufacturing and Production: The dispenser cart can be used in manufacturing and production5.
facilities for strapping and securing products, components, or materials during assembly,
production, or storage. It ensures that items are tightly and securely strapped together,
preventing movement or damage during various stages of the manufacturing process.



Retail and Distribution: The High-quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart - 405/406 is also useful in6.
retail and distribution settings, where it can be used to strap boxes, cartons, or packages for
retail display or distribution to customers. It helps to maintain neat and organized packaging,
enhancing the presentation of products and ensuring that they are securely bundled during
transportation.
Agricultural and Horticultural: In agricultural and horticultural industries, the dispenser cart can7.
be used for strapping and bundling products such as bales of hay, straw, or other agricultural or
horticultural items. It provides a reliable way to tightly strap and secure these items, preventing
them from shifting or getting damaged during handling, transportation, or storage.

 

BUY A DISPENSER TROLLEY FOR PLASTIC STRAPS OR GET AN OFFER

In conclusion, the High-quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart (405/406mm) is a reliable and efficient
tool for securely strapping and bundling items for packaging, shipping, palletizing, construction,
moving, manufacturing, retail, agricultural, and horticultural applications. With its durable
construction, ease of use, and versatile features, it's a valuable addition to any business or industry
that requires secure strapping solutions.

Ready to streamline your packaging and shipping processes, ensure product safety during
transportation, or improve your bundling operations? Take the next step and invest in the high-
quality PET/PP Strap Dispenser Cart (405/406) today! Click "Add to Cart" to place your order or
request an offer and experience the benefits of this reliable strapping solution for your business.
Don't miss out on the opportunity to speed up your packaging, shipping, and bundling operations
with this high-quality strap dispenser cart.


